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After accepting the role of newsletter editor, I asked Chris
Hossack where, chronologically, industrial archaeology begins. In
my own research of local history and railways I have come across
waggonways, and at university I studied Cleopatra separately to
slavery, so I missed out on the Pyramids (There are fifteen
countries that have had pyramids and I am painfully aware
Leicester isn’t one of them). Chris replied to say that “LIHS would
never be dogmatic about precise dates as in many areas of
Newspaper cutting
interest; one can 12
(Leicester Mercury?) from
developments
7 January 1969 regarding trace
10
Newsletter Subject Matter
back
over
many
sale of Glenfield tunnel to
since 1989
8
years.
e.g.
Lead
Leicester Corporation.
See Page 15
mining
and
the 6
Romans!” So I have 4
a large window in which to compile articles. 2
Leafing through some of the first newsletters 0
from 1989 which were edited by Stuart
Warburton & Janet Graham, reveals some
critical data. There is an eclectic mix of
subject matter; however, early newsletters
did not entirely focus on the county and included global news. By the time the fourth issue
opens in March 1990 there is a plea for members to submit stories. I have a great
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fascination for history the world over, particularly the railways as can be expected of a 30
year railwayman. Instead of asking you just to submit articles please also submit other
subjects worthy of study and I will go off and investigate and report in the newsletter. Give
me your ideas: email, tweet or message me on facebook; pick up the phone and leave a
short message on subjects you’d like to see or I’ll come and visit you. All ways of
contacting me are at the end of page 23.
In Newsletter 22 of Autumn 2000, Mark Sissons sets about defining the term Industrial
Archaeology, settling for the brief, “systematic study of structures and artefacts as a
means of enlarging our understanding of the industrial past”. He also notes that societal
development makes a distinctive contribution. Population explosions also hint that
technological advances have progressed. Daniel Defoe wrote in 1724 that Leicestershire
was flooded with country business, and walking the footpaths of East Leicestershire will
confirm that is still true. Between 1730 and 1800 the population more than doubled to
17,000 and rose by a further 50,000 by the 1860s, assisted in this case by Railway Mania,
but what caused the increase in the early 18 th century? More to study…

On Monday 8 September, 1969 at the City Museum, Mr R Thompson sat poised, pen
ready on a freshly bought and opened red & black A4 book. The front page is set aside
solely for the description of the book, see photo opposite.
All that is recorded, is eighteen members and visitors attended, and a presentation on, “an
interesting talk on The Archaeology of Canals, illustrated by many excellent slides was
presented by Mr P A Stevens.”
The following meeting on Saturday 18 October was a visit to Abbey Pumping Station and
Mr B Waters gave the group a tour. The visit was “greatly enjoyed by members and
visitors”. Subsequent meetings were accompanied with presentations on The History of
Machine Knitting by Curator Mr T Waldon, and Industrial Housing by Mr D Arthur.
On the following Monday, minutes are properly recorded at the second meeting. Mr D
Alderton in the chair, Mr D Baker as Hon. Treasurer, Mr C Richardson as Records Officer
and Mr R N Thomson as Hon. Secretary. Among other things discussed (including the
opening of a bank account at Westminster bank, Coalville), a programme was agreed to
show the following films: The Cornish Engine, Nine Centuries of Coal (ex NCB), The
History of Glass (ex Pilkington) and the following topics noted for discussion over the
following year: The coal industry in the county, Roads, Traction Engines, Windmills,
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Hydraulic Machinery, Bell Forging, Shoe Industry, Watches and Clocks, Maps, Imperial
Typewriters, etc. Professor Jack Simmons was to be approached as a speaker.
The AGM was held at Rawlins College, Quorn. The society was 30 members strong and in
addition to the usual attendees, Mr C Irwin, Mr D Arthur, Mr F Herricks, Mr J Culley and Mr
J Bramley were present. Are we noticing a pattern here? Denis Baker returned accounts
with a value of £12 and fifteen shillings. Membership was fifteen bob a piece. At the
second AGM Mrs I Harriman, Miss A Garfield, Mrs G Marshall and Mrs C Fisher join the
men and on 11 February 1975, the committee includes a Mr & Mrs Palmer, the latter of
whom will be the reserve speaker at EMIAC11.

From the Chair
Chris Hossack
David Pearce edited and wrote much of our Newsletter since 2013 when he succeeded
Dennis Hill, and we owe a great debt of gratitude to him for his work over the years.
He decided at the start of this year to change his focus and step down from LIHS (which
included not only editing the Newsletter but also arranging speakers and being a tour
guide of the Glenfield tunnel). We shall miss him very much and wish him well.
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Welcome Matt Davis, a recent new member, not only agreed to editing the Newsletter but
also to arrange speakers for future meetings. He, together with Zoe Corbett (Health and
Safety) and Martin Perkins came on board to train up for guiding Glenfield Tunnel Tours
last September, when we conducted Covid safe tours for ten people at a time.
It is always interesting looking back to see what has gone before and Matt has done some
searching over previous issues to turn up some fascinating stories and faces.
The Corah factory redevelopment has been much in the news and Stuart Warburton aired
his thoughts on the matter in our Newsletter following the architect presenting to us plans
for the site, which was a drastic demolition programme for the most part. The Leicester
Civic Society have also written extensively in a similar tone, their latest newsletter being
picked up by Private Eye in their column ‘Nooks and Corners’, all adding momentum to our
concerns. So what better time to have Wayne Asher present the first half of his article,
“End Game at Corah” which traces some of the problems which led ultimately to their
demise.
Matt is particularly interested in railways as his article on ‘Six Signal boxes at Bottesford’
makes clear; a fascinating piece of local history just inside Leicestershire.
Bill Pemberton has taken on the task of sorting out the Notebooks / Diaries of Leslie Alfred
Chater which came to us quite by chance through the quick thinking of Colin Parker, who
was working at the Abbey Pumping Station recently when they were put on the table for
any takers.
Matt’s walking observantly, ‘Out and About’ will, I think become a regular feature; its
amazing what you can find if you keep your eyes open.
Bill then returns with Two Unknown Steam Locomotives, located in bizarre settings and
with serious concern as to their future for one reason or more.
I have reviewed a couple of books I have recently enjoyed reading, and am half way
through ‘Black Gold, the history of how coal made Britain’ by Jeremy Paxman which was
recommended to me last weekend by a punter when I was running an LIHS stand in
Coalville as part of ‘A Coal Miner’s Story’ combined with Snibston Colliery Tours. Next
newsletter perhaps.
And then a Crossword, a new introduction which readers can put their wits to unravel.
Enjoy.

Endgame at Corah’s – Part One
Wayne Asher
It is 2 April, 1980. The three-month steelworkers strike had just ended, and a riot had
exploded in the St Paul’s district of Bristol. Vauxhall had just started to build the Astra at
Ellesmere Port, and on that day, Corah's management received a visit from Cecil
Parkinson, accountant, philanderer, close confident of Margaret Thatcher — and trade
minister. Parkinson met with chairman Nicholas Corah, who had joined the company in
1953, and the Swedish-born managing director Lars Helgeson. Then, after touring the
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factory, he met journalists and representatives of the hosiery trade body, the Knitting
Industries Federation, to discuss ‘current problems' affecting the industry.
Chief among them were low cost imports from countries where wage costs were a fraction
of those in the UK. If nothing was done, those imports threatened to destroy the UK
hosiery industry. Since 1973, the hosiery industry had received some protection from the
impact of these imports through the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA), an international
agreement on the limits of imports allowed in and which was accepted by 23 countries.
The MFA was not designed as a
permanent state of affairs but rather as a
temporary expedient to allow the textile
industry in developed countries time to
adjust to low cost competition from low
wage countries. Most advanced countries
accepted, at least formally, that free trade
was a good thing and tariff barriers were a
bad one. Policymakers understood how
beggar-my-neighbour trade policies after
the first world war helped deepen the
depression, so leading to the Nazis’ rise to
power, and, eventually, the second world
war.
But Corah, like the rest of the industry,
wanted the MFA to be extended after its
planned expiry in July 1986. Parkinson
listened, and soon after, another key
Thatcher minister, Sir Keith Joseph, came
to Corah’s and visited the nightshift in the
knitting department.
Both Parkinson and Joseph assured
Corah’s bosses that it was government
policy to retain a viable textile industry in
Britain. This was encouraging. However
exactly what a viable industry would look like was unclear, given that first world wages in
Leicester meant it faced decimation from low-cost imports if the MFA were to be
abandoned.
Corah ought to have been in a reasonable position even in a grim environment. It was a
large firm in an industry noted for small scale production. It employed 5,000 people when
most firms employed less than a hundred. It had been quoted on the Stock Exchange
since 1946. It had a very close relationship with Marks and Spencer, which accounted for
around 70 per cent of the firm’s output, and that meant the company could plan for large
production runs with less risk of stop-start problems. Its twelve acre site in St John’s
Street, Leicester was thought to be the largest hosiery factory in Europe.
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There were six branch factories, Barnsley (Yorkshire) and Giltbrook (Nottinghamshire)
making leisurewear, and Misterton (Notts), Oakham (Rutland) and Scunthorpe and
Immingham (both Lincolnshire), all making underwear.
Corah was a paternalistic, family run firm with a good reputation. It was the first factory to
be fully electrically lit in the city, the first to have a full equipped works canteen. It offered a
pension scheme to all workers, had its own sports ground at Thurcaston Road, offered
discounts on its products and was noted for the quality of its training, even if that meant
training workers who took their skills elsewhere to firms which did not have that overhead.
It recognised the union and encouraged workers to join it.
Since 1974 it had operated a Measured Day Work system instead of the piecework
common in the industry. Although this involved endless niggling disputes about grading,
because management decided how much time each individual job should take, it
nevertheless guaranteed a minimum wage.
There were, it is true, some advantages to piecework. In other companies where
piecework still ruled, there was less pressure on the workers, who maintained more control
over the pace. The introduction of Measured Day Work at British Leyland was specifically
designed to stop so called wage drift, where militant sections could use their power to
negotiate over piece-rates. A university lecturer, Sallie Westwood, hung around Corah with
management’s permission and provided a vivid account of what MDW was actually like for
the mainly female workforce in her book All Day, Every Day.
Still...under piecework, cursing
with your machine broken down
while the time spent waiting for
the mechanic to fix it was cursing
in your time. Any short time work
from lack of orders meant a
direct cut in wages. And from the
late 1970s in Leicester, there had
been a lot of short time work in
the industry. All in all there were
far worse places to work.
The following year, Corah reported its first half results for 1981– sales were up 10 per cent
to £23m, which was encouraging – but profit halved to £529,000 due to the relentless
squeeze on margins, fundamentally because Corah could not pass on rising costs to its
customers, principally of course Marks & Spencer. The dividend was still held at 1.25p per
share– Corah told the City that MFA negotiations were of paramount importance for the
future.
Despite the pressure from imports, for the full 1983 year, Corah continued to make some
progress. Pre-tax profits stood at £2.68m compared with £2.58m, the previous year. This
was a 4.5 per cent increase, although it was a standstill in real terms since inflation in 1983
was 5.1 per cent. But sales were up by an impressive 21 per cent per cent. In other words
Corah was having to run harder and harder to generate profits as margin pressures made
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themselves felt. Progress continued in the first half of 1984 when sales increased from
£27m to £32m, and profit rose from £1.0 to £1.2m.
Management were within their rights to see this as a good result achieved in a very
challenging market. Thus encouraged, they made a mistake, and decided to expand by
bidding for a Halifax textile company called Reliance Industrial Holdings. The £2.53m bid
was hostile, Reliance management saying that they had no idea it was coming. After some
resistance, Reliance eventually conceded in October 1984 – but only after Corah had
upped its bid to £2.78m.
Corah had already been
on the acquisition trail, and
had bought two local firms,
Iway
fashions,
with
factories in Burbage and
Barlestone (both Leics)
and Elite Hosiery. But the
scale
here
was
dramatically
different.
Reliance was not a
minnow,
employing
a
hundred people, say, in a
West
Leicestershire
village. It employed 1,700 people, was itself an M&S supplier, and turned over £25m in
1984. It owned two subsidiaries, Draperite, which produced made-to-measure curtains for
High Street stores from a factory in Eccles (Lancs), and H R Howard, making underwear
and leisurewear from factories in Ashton under Lyne and Middleton (Lancs), and Troon
(Scotland).
The stated rationale was that Corah had full order books and could use Reliance’s spare
making-up capacity, while investments in dyeing and highly mechanised cutting facilities,
both capital intensive with low unit labour costs, could handle more work – like from
Reliance’s existing order book.
Even so, attempting to grow by acquisition is always a ticklish business. Even in a
relatively well-regulated environment as Britain, what you buy is never quite what it seems.
And all the due diligence in the world never seems to find out the true situation. Worse still,
the amount of management time and effort needed to integrate acquisitions is always
under-estimated. Processes are different and need to be integrated, ways of working differ,
corporate cultures vary, key staff leave and so on and so forth. Sorting all this out makes
great demands on management time and it was a distraction that Corah couldn’t really
afford.
In August the next year, Corah reported a drop in first half profits from £1.25m to £1.02m.
Once again the relentless squeeze on margins was to blame; directors said it was difficult
to recover unavoidable cost increases, such as raw material costs and wages, through
higher selling prices.
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The margin pressure was relentless, and when Corah reported for the full 1985 year – in
March 1986 – it revealed that pre-tax profits had totally collapsed, from £3.1m in 1984 to
just £687.000. The Financial Times called the results “lamentable… the fact that two small
acquisitions made by Corah in 1984 are now making losses is a poor advertisement of its
managerial skills”. It also added that Reliance was in a “much worse” condition than Corah
had thought and it had proven “a greedy consumer of Corah’s scarce cash.” Soon after,
Corah closed Iway Hosiery’s Burbage factory.
The macro picture had turned dramatically sour – and now the political environment was
worsening too. The Conservative government had commissioned Aubrey Silberston, an
economics professor from Cambridge, to report on the costs and benefits of the MFA, not,
crucially, to the textile industry, but rather to the economy as a whole. Silberson reported in
1984 that if the UK were to leave the MFA, then consumers would be better off as clothing
would be five per cent cheaper and that prices of imports would be 5 to 10 per cent lower.
Silberston thought that there would be 40,000 job losses in textiles as a result.
He accepted that there would be no speedy re-employment, partly because of high
unemployment generally and partly because those job losses would be heavily
concentrated in the East Midlands. But he added that even with the end of the MFA, job
losses in the entire clothing industry would hit 156,000 by 1992 because of strongly rising
productivity.
The hosiery industry emitted howls of pain.
But parts of Whitehall increasingly found
Silberston persuasive. Norman Lamont, the
junior trade minister, said “that we recognise
that it (the hosiery industry) accounts for a
large number of jobs, but it is legitimate and
right for a government to attempt to quantify
the cost to the customer and the UK
economy of that continuing protection."
And there really was a pragmatic case
against import controls. If Britain closed its
doors again to cheap textile imports, it could
photo by Frankie
find that the producing countries could
retaliate, by for example discriminating against British engineering consultancies and
contractors when a new motorway or airport was being planned. And there was no
evidence that even in the East Midlands, consumers were prepared to pay over the odds
for identical items merely because they were locally produced. Jobs, even those of
relatives, took second place to price.
Yet what to do about Turkey for example? UK textile exports to Turkey faced basic tariffs of
0 to 40 per cent. Then there were hidden tariffs in the form of municipal taxes, customs
charges, stamp duties, import premiums, wharf dues and even housing funds. The
practical result was that exports of synthetic filament yarn faced tax barriers of nearly 40
per cent. These barriers were 80 per cent for wool cloth, 77 per cent for cotton cloth – and
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122 per cent for knitted outerwear. Not one of those products imported from Turkey to the
UK faced any tariffs.
Fortunately, for the hosiery industry the government, already involved in a tough battle
over job losses with the miners, backtracked in the face of the inevitable job losses and
persuaded the rest of the EEC to back a further extension of the MFA in 1986. They won
this in the face of opposition from Holland and West Germany, which welcomed cheaper
imports as they no longer had a domestic textile industry to worry about.
The growing crisis at Corah caused by its troubled acquisitions precipitated a huge
management shakeup in the boardroom at St John’s Street, It came to a head in June
1987 when Lars Helgeson left as managing director. The financial director, Frank Bushnell,
who had joined from Courtaulds in 1977 also quit.
Maybe they were better out of it all. Later that year the interim profits announcement
revealed a further collapse of pre-tax profits to just £182,000. That was bad enough. But
after an honest look at the likely resale value of surplus stock, a massive write down on
this forced the company into the red to the tune of £1.57m.
In place of Helgeson came a complete outsider - John Foulkes, formerly the boss of frozen
foods firm Ross Young, a subsidiary of the Hanson Trust conglomerate. His arrival was
bound to be a tough change for Corah, which valued its paternalistic image. Hanson was a
standard-bearer for hard-nosed, Thatcherite,
shareholder-value capitalism. Some journalists,
less kindly, called it an asset stripper. Foulkes
lost little time in doing what all new managers
do – blame the mess on their predecessors.
The trade journal Knitting International quoted
Foulkes to the effect that “I cannot understand
why this company has been allowed to go
along like this for so many years. It will not be a
smooth or easy road ahead. Our margins have
got to be increased by lower cost production
and more appropriate designs are needed
which offer added value.” That doesn't mean
that he didn’t have a point of course.
photo by Frankie
Corah was now grappling with another major issue. Mrs Thatcher’s government had come
to power in 1979 on a promise to end inflation. Instead of attempts at price and wage
control, it meant a reliance on high interest rates to try and squeeze inflation out of the
system. And that meant a rise in the value of sterling because high interest rates were
attractive to the vast pool of money sloshing around the financial world.
Between the end of 1985 and July 1988 the value of the pound had risen 63 per cent
against the US dollar. This mattered because most Asian countries, the source of many
low cost imports, tied their currencies to the dollar so sterling’s appreciation was not just
against the US dollar but against far eastern currencies too. And so imports which were
already low cost due to cheap labour became cheaper still due to an overvalued pound.
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But it wasn't just the overvaluation, it was the exchange rate instability which made
business planning impossible. Ian MacArthur, president of the British Textile Confederation
complained, “sterling is overvalued and more important is the pattern of fluctuation which
weakens trading confidence.” Modern machinery was more expensive than its
predecessors, so its payback time was naturally longer. Could this be justified if poor
exchange rate management could wipe away profits?
This problem genuinely could be laid at the door of Mrs Thatcher’s government. It was
never true, as is sometimes argued, that Thatcher wanted to destroy manufacturing
industry and refocus the economy on services. But it was true that she thought much of
industry had been feather-bedded and inefficient, and put much of the blame for this on
poor management, So she pursued economic policies which worked heavily to the
disadvantage of industry by having interest rates which were too high and which led to an
overvalued pound. The idea is that this would force efficiency on industry. But the practical
result was that knitted imports jumped by 22 per cent in 1987, and by another 12 per cent
in 1988. For the first time ever, the quotas allowed under the MFA were fully filled.
Bad gave way to worse at Corah. In early 1988 the company was forced to issue a profits
warning to the Stock Exchange, and the company lost one if its (few) City friends when
stockbroker Henry Cookes Lumsden issued a ‘Sell’ advice to its clients, arguing that the
levels of borrowing (which it thought could hit 78 per cent) meant there could be pressure
to cut the dividend, a critical issue given that it was only the yield on Corah’s shares which
was keeping the share price up.
In March of that year a pre-tax loss of £1.7m for
1987 was announced, compared with £2.23m
profit in 1986. Again the epicentre lay with a
geographically remote Reliance subsidiary; a
£700,000 loss due to a strike at the H R Howard
plant in Ashton after a change to pay rates left 200
women workers protesting that their wages would
be cut from £103 a week to just £87. The Financial
Times was, once again, unimpressed, saying that
despite the problems with sterling, imports and the
growing doubts over the future of the MFA,
“Corah's difficulties are chiefly of its own making.”
Management issues combined with the never ending pressure on margins and import
penetration meant that Corah simply could not go on like this any longer – and the board
duly promised a thorough review of all operations. The Financial Times claimed that in
fact, Corah had been for sale for a year with no sign of a buyer.
The next month, Foulkes warned of a “slimmer, leaner and fitter Corah…being productionled has meant too much manufacturing for stock and stock equals capital locked up and
potential problems because it may not necessarily be what customers want. Reducing
stock lowered the risk of having to do costly end of range clearance sales.”
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Imports were not the only problem. From the late 1980s onwards, styles changed from
traditional knitwear towards 'a smarter more stylised look.' But Corah was still producing
too much chunky knitwear which wasn’t selling.
The great carve up was not long in coming, On the Friday before the late May Bank
Holiday in 1988, workers were told that 640 jobs were to go and the entire knitwear
division was to close. Management said that the knitwear division had lost £500,000 in the
past year and there was no improvement in prospect. Attempts to find a buyer had failed
with Courtauld, which had bought up a large section of the hosiery business in a failed
attempt to find a captive market for its fibre division, reputedly among those who took a
look but decided to give it a miss. (Courtauld already owned Wolsey and Rowley in
Leicester). There was more sadness than anger. Leicester—and Britain—was exhausted
by the incessant stream of redundancies and it was as if there was no anger left any more.
The Leicester Mercury called the job losses “sad but inevitable.”
It turned out, however, that the axe hanging over the knitting department hadn’t stopped
management from recruiting 59 new workers there in the previous year. That left Corah
with just 3,900 workers remaining, making socks, outerwear, fabric knitting and dyeing.
The firm was then split into four divisions; underwear manufacture, underwear
manufacture for Marks and Spencer under the famous St Michael label, Fabric, and
Outerwear.
But that wasn't the end. In late July, there were 380 more redundancies, 200 at Leicester
with the rest achieved through closing the former Reliance plants at Troon and Middleton.
A month later, the entire sock division was sold to Courtaulds for £7.5m in cash. This last
sale smacked of desperation; unlike the knitting division it actually made a small trading
profit and socks were an area where the threat from imports was not especially strong at
that point. Since £5m of the sale price was immediately used to reduce bank borrowings, it
is hard to resist the notion that the need to get debt down at almost any price was the main
motivation for the sale.
The sale meant 100 jobs going entirely with 125 others moving over to Courtauld, which
lost no time in moving the machinery to its
own site at Abbey Meadows. According to
Bramwell Rudd’s careful study of
Courtaulds’ adventures in hosiery, the sale
was encouraged by Marks and Spencer
which wanted to protect its supply chain
against a total collapse at Corah. As a
condition, Courtauld insisted that Corah
abandon its expensive guarantee against
short time working.
And Courtauld guessed rightly – sock
production did remain viable for longer than
most textile production in the UK.
photo by Frankie

(To be continued)
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The six signal boxes of Bottesford
Matt Davis
Bottesford’s industry has been associated with ironstone mining, bricks and slate. There
had always been a desire to move the ironstone out of the county and from the 1790s this
was by pack animal to the canals of Grantham and Nottingham.
At the height of Railway Mania, Lancashire manufacturers were keen to connect to the sea
ports of the east coast through a proposed Manchester, Buxton, Matlock & Midland
Railway (MBM&MR) and Nottinghamshire wanted to expand their coal business to the
steam ships via the Nottingham, Erewash Valley & Ambergate Railway (NEV&AR), so both
industries set their sights on reaching Boston, Lincolnshire. In 1845 a proposal was put
forward to parliament and the result was that the NEV&AR and the Nottingham, Vale of
Belvoir and Grantham Railway merge. The Ambergate, Nottingham and Boston and
Eastern Junction Railway (ANBEJR) was born. The Nottingham to Grantham section had
been planned since 1838, but due to it being a private venture without the backing of the
main railways that Midland Railway’s (MR) George Hudson was influencing, it was
delayed. On 16 July 1846, the ANBEJR was formed and in the same parliamentary
session, authority was given to the formation of the MBM&MR, which would connect to the
LNWR at Cheadle Hulme (Stockport).
On 15 July 1850, the ANBEJR opened with a station at Bottesford. Whilst the line merged
with other railways (and was later an attractive acquisition to the railway giants), it has just
three miles of Leicestershire track, on a route between stations at Sedgebrook, Lincs and
Elton, Notts.
By 1851 the population of
Bottesford was just over 1,000
people. The Crimean war of
1853-1856 was one of the first
to use railways, telegraphs and
explosive
shells.
It
was
dependent on public finances
and any iron available. Thus
maintenance was hampered
and locomotives and wagons
were in short supply. To resolve
this, the Great Northern Railway
(GNR) were invited to operate
on the line under license. This was much to the chagrin of the MR who offered a 4%
dividend, and led to a number of incidents between the two rivals. However, it enabled the
GNR to build their own route and station into Nottingham, parallel to the MR.
The ANBEJR was a simple railway connecting Nottingham and Grantham and like most
railways it occupied the contours between the two towns, in direct competition with the
canal. As was common practice, it required the canal to be closed down as part of the
deal. The company dithered over this and in 1860 another act of parliament forced the
railway to take the canal into their name and slowly drive it into disuse. Many parts of the
canal still exist as long ponds, and there is a drive to re-connect them.
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Bottesford station was designed by Nottingham architect Thomas Chambers Hine. The
area was rich in agriculture, though other intentions included goods traffic from coal dug
from near Belvoir castle and later Ironstone from Woolsthorpe’s associated quarries. To
cope with this traffic there was a goods yard attached to the station, which had its own
signal box to the east of the station, operating access to the sidings. To the west of the
station (which was relatively flat), there was a crossing for the more traditional road traffic.
There followed a peaceful period, where the station played its role within the company,
which remained independent with GNR operating the trains. In the late 1870s, came the
construction of the Great Northern and London & North Western Joint Railway
(GN&LNWR), that could reach Peterborough and London from the north without using
MR’s or LNER’s metals through Grantham. This would utilise the areas of East
Leicestershire rich in Ironstone. The line was planned to run south through Melton
Mowbray and on to the Rugby & Stamford LNWR railway of 1850 (which was doubled in
1879 for the GN&LNWR), connecting to GNR’s Peterborough to Doncaster Towns Line via
Wansford which had reached King’s Cross in 1852.
The GNR section, running south from Newark had been completed in 1878 just north of
Bottesford where it took a sharp turn westwards, onto the ANBEJR. As the line had been
planned to continue southward, a signal box was installed where the junction would later
appear, naming itself Bottesford North. An overbridge was included which needed to carry
the now diverted footpath (and access for the signalman) but also the straightened river
Devon (pronounced ‘Dee-v’n’). The box was accessible from this overbridge which still
exists, today. The line which curved westward also had a signal box operating
immediately to give the right of way to trains passing from the ANBJR and onto the GNR.
This was Bottesford West, which was earmarked for closure by Network Rail in 2015,
which by then only controlled the level crossing. The box was situated north of the tracks,
in its own cutting, overlooking a crossover and the diverging points northward.
From Bottesford North, heading
southwards, the joint line started,
anything north of this was purely
GNR. The new GN&LNWR
passed under the ANBEJR the
following year, and continued
south with an additional spur
allowing ANBEJR traffic to go
south to the new GN&LNWR. This
required further levers to be added
to both Bottesford West and North
and another signal box installed to
meet the converging tracks,
naming it Bottesford South. It now starts to get confusing, so please keep up.
A further spur was added to allow iron freight from the south, to access the ANBEJR from
Melton to Skegness, and to take the newly formed route at Allington junction, leaving the
ANBEJR which climbed over the LNER line near Lincolnshire’s village of Syston, heading
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east. In 1880 an additional station was added south of the south signal box. Thos new
station, siding and signal box was called Bottesford New (this signal box sat close to the
Bottesford Nursery and may have taken its name). Bottesford New quickly changed its
name to Bottesford South. Due to massive under-usage, Bottesford South station closed in
1882.
During this short period, Bottesford station had been renamed Bottesford East, to reflect
the difference to the south station. However, long since the disappearance of Bottesford
South, Bottesford still remained as east until at least 1919, when the sidings and signal
box of Bottesford East were removed.
The ANBEJR had also built a junction at Saxondale which ran south-westerly, through
stations at Bingham Road and Barnstone, merging with the joint line at Stathern junction.
This negated the need for the south to west junction and it was disconnected from the joint
line in 1894. It was used as GNR sidings. West and south boxes both remained in use.
The big railway changes of grouping in 1922 were unaffected here in a rich ironstone
industry. By nationalisation in 1948, the industry was waning sufficiently to notice
continued drops in profit, so the less profitable passenger services were withdrawn in
1953. Although all the stations on the GN&LNWR closed, freight continued to operate for
some years, even though the line was earmarked for closure. As no new quarries were
opened, phased closures came from 1961, commencing with the closures of the north and
west boxes, just as Ernest Marples was appointing Dr Richard Beeching to become the
first chair of the British Railways Board.
North of Stathern Junction, the route went north-east through Bottesford via Redmile,
which had a lavish station with a first class lounge for the sole use of The Duke of Rutland.
It also had a fuel depot which remained open until the 1980s, an important war supply for
the Air Ministry, providing material and fuel required to operate air fields. The station was
connected to track north of Redmile and toward Bottesford requiring the south to west
junction to be reinstated, and cease its use as a siding.
GNR ran trains for what
became a great Leicestershire
mass exodus of holidaymakers
to Skegness, Mablethorpe and
Sutton-on-Sea on the holiday
specials which had started in
October 1882 and continued until September, 1962. As the last holiday special passed
Bottesford, on its way south, the track was disconnected and the east signal box became
redundant. However, as the Saxondale branch was being closed, the north to west route
was reinstated, as was the west box.
The Saxondale branch, track south of Redmile, Stathern junction and the route to Melton
were all removed in 1962. The last train to run on the remaining section was December
1970 and with the cold war no longer a threat, it ceased operations along with eight other
GPSSs (Government Pipelines and Storage System) nationally. All remaining track was
removed in 1973, the fuel depot being reached by road.
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Leslie Alfred Chater notebooks
Bill Pemberton
In the last newsletter David Pearce
wrote about the diaries of Leslie
Chater
–
Railwayman.
These
documents have now been handed
over to me and I’ve been busy
reading through them. They contain a
fascinating amount of information and
stories from the 40 years or so he
spent working on the railways in
Leicester. It will take time to work
through all of them, document them
and decide how we use it.
What physical material do we
actually have? In the last newsletter
David referred to them as diaries; I
think it is better to refer to them as
Leslie Chater’s (LC) notebooks.
There are nine exercise-sized notebooks full of handwritten notes on various aspects of
his life as a Railwayman. He reminisces about several incidents he encountered during his
working life, general comments on railway operations and details of many of the people he
worked with. He also includes various railway related local newspaper cuttings. The
articles are not in any chronological or logical order. They are written in a neat and tidy
handwriting, with very few crossings out or alterations, in proper sentences and very few
abbreviations, which suggest he wrote these at leisure, probably after he retired. The
various articles contain a wealth of detail such as persons names, nicknames, street
names, engine numbers and other details.
Initially I found it difficult to believe he could remember all this detail when he was writing
these notebooks 50 years after some of the events took place. However, in amongst these
notebooks are some scraps of paper detailing some events, and I guess he wrote down
the details of these events/incidents soon after they occurred. Then, after he retired, he
decided to transcribe them into the notebook.
The collection also consists of eight further notebooks and record books. Some of these
contain details of signals and other relevant information about the railway lines LC would
travel on. Others are technical notes relating to how to diagnose and repair faults on the
then new diesel locomotives. Also included are some official BR log books that LC used to
record details of some journeys he undertook. Finally there is a notebook recording (in
chronological order) various national railway related incidents and other noteworthy news
events.
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Driver L Chater and engine No 78028 modified for Glenfield Tunnel clearance. Taking water at site of old engine shed,
West Bridge 28 March 1966.

I’ve been able to piece together something of LC’s life from these books and family history
websites
26 Feb 1924 Leslie Alfred Chater (LC) born in Leicester.
1939 LC single and living at 75 Strathmore Road, Leicester with his parents
and working as a Printer. He appears to have lived at this address all
his working life, and possibly until his death.
15 Dec 1941 LC started working at LMS locomotive shed, Leicester as a cleaner.
28 Feb 1944 LC promoted to fireman.
1947 LC marries Mabel Jeffery
LC promoted to passed fireman (This meant he could act as driver,
13 May 1957 usually shunting or on local goods trains).
15 Feb 1961 LC passed as a Diesel shunter driver.
Nov-Dec 1962 LC applies and is accepted to be a Postman! There are copies of the
correspondence from the Post Office in his notebooks, but no mention
of why he applied. The only clue is an advert for postmen in Leicester
Evening Mail quoting a pay of 212/6d [per week] (= £10 12s 6d =
£10.62½). I guess this was probably more than he was earning at the
time. The Post Office offered permanent and pensionable employment,
plus a free uniform! Unfortunately he does not record why he turned
down this job offer.
4 May 1962 LC passed as a driver of DMUs on trains to Nottingham.
13-14 Dec 1962 LC trained at Derby to become a mainline diesel locomotive driver.
28 Jan 1963 LC drove his first mainline diesel locomotive no D139 (“Peak” class)
from Derby to Masborough (Nr Rotherham).
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5 Mar 1988 LC took early retirement.
1989 Mabel died
2003 LC died, aged 79
We understand that LC had no children, and
they left no immediate family. If any LIHS
member has any information about Leslie
Chater, or even knew him or his family, then
please get in touch with me.
Below are two articles from his notebooks
relating to the old Leicester and Swannington
line to West Bridge.
George Stephenson drove the first engine on
trials on the Leicester West Bridge line
accompanied by his son Robert. This engine
was No 1 and named “Comet”, his fireman
was a Leicester man named John West Smith. He was made a driver and drove the
“Comet” on passenger trains for some time. Incidentally, Mr Smith was one of the early
members of ASLEF (The Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen) the
Footplatemen’s Union.
The Glenfield tunnel is 1,796 yards long, according to the plates on the tunnel mouth
which were in place until the complete closure of the line
on 30 April, 1966. This tunnel is very narrow in places and
originally had gates at each end to prevent cattle from
straying into it. Before any passenger train began its
journey all doors were locked to prevent anybody
alighting should the train stop inside the tunnel. The gates
were securely locked after the passage of each train and
padlocked for the weekend after the last train on
Saturdays. In 1832 when the Leicester and Swannington
received its second locomotive named “Phoenix”,
signalling was brought into operation at each end of the
Glenfield tunnel. It was effected by means of a sandglass,
a sort of giant egg timer which was turned as soon as the
train entered the tunnel. When the sand had run out it
was thought safe to let another train follow. Trains were
Description of derailment on 7
stopped with a flag by day, and by means of candles in
September 1963 in October's Railnews
the window of Glenfield Station, or the tunnel gatehouse
at the Leicester end by night.
In February 1964 it was found that the two old Midland Railway 2F locomotives Nos 58182
and 58184 had gone beyond repair. These had been kept specially at Coalville loco shed
for work on the West Bridge line. They were the only two engines of the right size and
weight for the line as the clearance in the Glenfield tunnel was very restricted. In order to
maintain the service, two Ivatt* class 2Fs built at Darlington had their cabs shaved down
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and were slightly modified to carry on this duty. One of them -No 78028- was the last to
run on this line before closure.
Incidents in and around Glenfield Tunnel
One day in 1954 a Leicester driver was working the return freight train from West Bridge to
Desford junction, and on approaching Glenfield tunnel he noticed a group of children
laying near the tunnel mouth, whistling furiously at them, they scampered up the
embankment. The driver blew the whistle continuously while making the slow journey
through the tunnel. Near the Glenfield Station end a scraping of metal could be heard; the
train was brought to a stand with the engine just outside the tunnel. Upon examination,
parts of a cycle were found embedded in the locomotive rail guard and brake stretcher.
These were removed and the train drawn clear of the tunnel. The Train Guard was
informed and both he and the Pilotman walked back through the tunnel to examine the
line. After some considerable time they returned carrying the remains of three cycles which
the train had run over. Who these cycles belonged to or where they had come from still
remains a mystery!
About the same time, it appeared that on a Sunday afternoon some local lads decided to
place a Platelayers trolley on the track at Glenfield. The trolley had been rolled from the
Glenfield tunnel down the gradient and must have
travelled at a very high speed towards Leicester as it
was found smashed to pieces at the stop block at
Fosse Road on the following Monday morning.
On Saturday 7 September 1963 the Glenfield line
made front page news in the local newspaper. A gang
of lads bent on causing an accident at West Bridge,
jammed the points to the sidings. This caused the
derailment of a Coalville based locomotive No 58182
together with an empty wagon and a loaded petrol
tanker. The (Leicester) City Fire brigade were called at
once to the scene, as the train consisted of loaded
petrol tankers for the National Benzol Depot at West
Bridge. One spark could have set alight 30,000
gallons of petrol causing untold damage. The
Leicester breakdown gang came by road on a goods
lorry to the scene as the breakdown train could not
get through the tunnel. The locomotive and tender
together with the empty wagon and loaded petrol
tanker had to be jacked up and levered back on to the
tracks, a difficult operation.

Newspaper cutting (date
and
source
unknown)
describing first train on
Leicester & Swannington
Railway. The probable
‘fake news’ story about the
steam whistle being used
first on the L&SR is
mentioned!

Each weekday before the passage of the first train through the Glenfield tunnel, a
Platelayer walked the line through the tunnel to see that everything was in order. During
these walks over a period of years he had a number of shocks. On one occasion he found
two small children who were lost in the black sooty hole. One of his other encounters, he
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came across a woman in her nightdress hiding in a recess which is used by Platelayers for
protection against the on-coming trains.
Both Ivatt* class 2Fs used on the West Bridge branch, left Leicester Loco depot, heading
for Toton on 27 June 1966 Nos 78013 & 78028.
*These locomotives were actually designed by Robert Riddles and build by British
Railways. They closely resembled locomotives designed by George Ivatt for the LMS. The
LMS designed locomotives were initially classified as 2Fs, and later classified as 2MT
(Mixed Traffic) as were the Riddles designed ones.

Out and about
Matt Davis
I came across this sign out on my Thursday walk to and from Belgrave Hall,
where I am a volunteer gardener. I happened to have my work clothes on
and a pair of gloves on me and I managed to clear it free from the brambles
and nettles. We shall see what we can do about getting this back to some
useful colour. It lies just after passing under Watermead Way, the ring road
between the A607 and the A6. If you were to go by car, parking opposite
Belgrave Hall would be the best option and walk downhill to the canal,
turning right into Little Mead.
Boundary Marker
Also on the canal path but further north, approaching Cossington Lock
there’s a bridge which has been dismantled and is featured on old maps.
This photo was taken in 1994 and a boat friend tells me
he’s cruised underneath it. Now it lies in three sections,
split by the Wreake. It still appears on some maps but
currently rusts with the third piece hiding amongst
brambles. All evidence of the ramp up to the bridge has
gone and the route now features a Mains gas pipe.
Within the grounds of Belgrave Hall, there is a brick built
toilet whose entrances are on the junction of Thurcaston
Cattle Bridge, 1994
and Loughborough Road. This is the ‘physical needs
relief’ area for both tram employees and the public. The toilets were taken out of use some
time ago but internally they remain intact and possibly still plumbed in. Doorways are
labelled “Men” and “Ladies”.
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Two unknown Steam locomotives
Bill Pemberton
When we think of where to find preserved steam locomotives in Leicestershire we usually
think of either the Great Central Railway or the Battlefield Railway. However, last year I
came across two plinthed steam locomotives in rather unusual locations.
Bagnall 0-6-0F w/n 2370 1929
This locomotive is one of only 14 fireless
locomotives built by WG Bagnall & Son in
Stafford and originally delivered to the
Distillers Company’s Saltend works near Hull.
It was completely rebuilt by Bagnalls in 1952
and returned to Saltend works. By the 1970s
it was being used as a spare engine and in
June 1972 it was sold to Proctor & Gamble for
use at their West Thurrock works in Essex on
the banks of the river Thames.
Note that the cylinders are at the rear (rather than at

In December 1979 Proctor & Gamble donated the front on a conventional steam locomotive, and the
to the recently formed North Norfolk Railway. pipe to take the exhausted steam is also at the back. The
However, without a suitable source of steam poor state of the paintwork is obvious.
to feed the boiler, it just remained a static
exhibit. In 2008 it arrived at its current location via a short stay at Broughton Ashley. The
new owner, farmer Peter Thomas, said he
bought it with the intention of running it on a
track round one of his fields powered by
compressed air. However, various legal
problems and concerns that there might be
asbestos lagging around the boiler means the
engine is currently stuck in a field slowly
deteriorating.

The engine is in the middle of a field surrounded by
Heras fencing. The ‘boiler’ is covered with a tarpaulin
to try to protect it from further deterioration. The pipe
for steam is located at the front of the ‘boiler’

The locomotive is currently in a field on the
outskirts of Blaby. As you leave Leicester
going south on the A426, it is on the right just
before you pass under the Leicester to
Birmingham railway line. Note there is no
suitable parking close by, and it is best to
park in Blaby and walk back.

Hawthorne Leslie 0-6-0ST w/n 3827 1934
This locomotive was one of six built for the then new Stewarts & Lloyds iron blast furnaces
in Corby and it acquired the number No 14. It spent all its working life at these works. In
the 1950 the cab was modified, and it acquired a yellow livery. In the 1960s it was
converted from coal to oil burning and the tank holding the fuel oil can still be seen on the
rear bunker.
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Steam working at the steel works ended in
1973 and the works closed in 1980. Luckily
No.14 had been earmarked for preservation
by the Corby Urban District Council and in
1980 it was put on display in a children’s park
in Corby. In 1989 it was sent to Vic Berry’s
scrapyard in Leicester for Asbestos to be
removed. It was repainted in its previous
yellow livery. It was returned to the East
Carlton Country Park where it currently
resides. It has been repainted in a white anticorrosive paint.

The current white paint gives the locomotive a ghostly
appearance. The locomotive appears to be in a slightly
better condition than at Bagnall, but who knows how
rusty it is under the paint!

East Carlton Country Park is just off the A427
Market Harborough – Corby Road (Post code
LE168YF). There is plenty of free parking in
the park. The locomotive is located close to the main cafe building.
Two other pieces of Railway news that might be of interest
1 Bennerley Viaduct is now open to walkers
and cyclists. Search ‘Bennerley Viaduct’ on
the internet for more information or visit
https://www.benneryleyviaduct.org.uk
2.Ex LNER class V2 2-6-2 no 4771 Green
Arrow and ex GNR 4-4-2 No 251 together
with various pieces of Railway memorabilia
are now on display at the Danum Gallery,
Library and Museum in Doncaster.
Admission is free.
The square tank sticking up from the bunker is the oil
storage tank that was fitted when it was converted to oil
firing.

Book Reviews
Chris Hossack
Park to Parks. The story of New Parks, Western Park,
Braunstone Frith and Kirby Frith by Susan Barton. 2021. DB
Publishing. ISBN 9781780916194. £14.99.
LIHS have over the years published a number of books about
the Glenfield Tunnel, which was built under some of this area,
but Sue Barton while including details of this special piece of
transport history, traces the history of the area back to Neolithic
times, an Iron Age site at Glenfield Park and through to the
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Roman occupation. After the Norman Conquest this area became known as Leicester
Forest and was granted to Hugh de Grentesmenil by King William I, along with many other
lands around Leicester. Careful research of significant buildings which once housed the
nobility include Bird’s Nest Lodge, New Parks House, and Kirby Frith Hall and their
ultimate destruction, or purchase by Leicester City council to provide Western Park and
other amenities.
In 1930 Western Park Open Air School opened to cater for up to 180 children suffering
from respiratory illnesses, a pioneer in providing health care before the use of antibiotics.
Western Park Golf course (approved as a municipal course in 1909) was second only to
Nottingham in such provision.
The development of Leicester Airport from its early beginnings in 1909 as Leicestershire
Aero Club was restricted in the amount of land available for expansion against the need to
build houses on the west side of the city. Despite being busy during the 1930s, it was
finally closed in 1946 after the war.
Sir John Mellor’s sons carefully sold off the land on the boundary of Western Park to form
a Garden Suburb. This has been researched in great detail naming architects, style of
house and the names and occupation of the new owners providing a fascinating account
of many of the industrial managers of the time.
New Parks housing was accelerated in 1948 by the use of 600 Easiform houses
developed by John Laing and only cleared away in 1977. These were factory assembled
with poured concrete walls.
This book provides a significant contribution to this area of Leicester, told with a passion
and understanding of how it developed, not least by her own role as a councillor.
The Soho Manufactory, Mint and Foundry, West Midlands.
Where Boulton, Watt and Murdoch made history. 2022. George
Demidowicz. Historic England. ISBN 9781800349285 £40
Many books have been written about these three pioneers of
the Industrial Revolution but this tackles the history of the
individual sites and what can still be seen today. The Soho
Manufactory (1761-1863) and the Soho Mint (1788-1850) were
in the parish of Handsworth, now in the City of Birmingham,
while the Soho Foundry (1795-1895) was in the township of
Smethwick, now part of Sandwell Metropolitan borough.
The Handsworth site relies on excavation as nothing remains above the surface. However,
the Soho Foundry site was sold in 1895 to W & T Avery, a firm of weighing-scale
manufacturers, who demolished some key areas but left others which can still be identified
today. Fortunately, George Tangye of nearby Cornwall Engineering works purchased the
firm’s records at the time which eventually were donated to Birmingham Library. Some
excellent photographs illustrate the works at the time of closure, regarded as the first
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purpose-built steam-engine manufactory in the world. It was also the first factory in the
world to be lit with gas generated in a fixed retort.
In 1788, Matthew Boulton established the first steam-powered mint in the world, at the
Soho Manufactory. The Boulton and Watt marine-engine business was one of the most
important in the country during the 19th Century, producing the screw engines of Brunel’s
ship Great Eastern which in turn laid the first transatlantic radio telegraph cable.
Relying almost entirely on the Boulton and Watt collection, Matthew Boulton papers and
the James Watt papers housed in the Birmingham Library, and the excavation reports
including an early Time Team Dig, the author has distilled details to put some real flesh on
the bones illustrated with archival material much never published before of an industrial
past so easily lost.
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Cryptic Crossword
Matt Davis
Across
1 Lacking interest, another
newsletter explores Moira’s
incineration chambers, initially
(6)
5 Succulent copied loss, saying
hello to short pause (6)
8 Immediate decision gleaned
from headless information as
security number returns (2,1,4)
9 Leicestershire’s Ian Mattioli
contains hotel in loud, receding
infernos (7)
11 Fennel lint glued ordered July
society event (9,6)
12 Buildings popular in Kent where
duck meets a saint (4)
13 Hansel & Gretel’s clue traps
copper and doctor in fish note
(10)
17. Ladies’ vessel drops weight gaining pointer in tool for navvies (10)
18. European affirmative returns book as lift with safety device (4)
20. Span lost to progress smashed gong and bribed writs? (3,6,6)
23. What we strive for in rawness? (7)
24. Deighton file is encircling most of relief after copper (7)
25. Collyweston neighbour favours the french on exchange (6)
26. Fake substitute provided cover in Tigers at zoo (6)
Down
2. Severn on a choppy society legator (9)
3. Fortify fish part round tasty rise (6)
4. One giving drink from three drifting vessels e’er more (3,6)
5. Chose definition within being washed (5)
6. Head off out, leaving engineering marvel with returning positive perhaps enough? (8)
7. World peacekeepers I separate endless number in marriage (5)
8. Hates fish and chips? Ghana bloop I corrected (11)
10. Protagonists return depends on transport in volume (11)
14. Next door has lined all tonnages’ middle alternatives! (9)
15. Diets unravelled one – the messiest! (9)
16. Bridge End where chaps hide in a water store (8)
19. Signs of spring gardening shoes getting posh (6)
21. Thirds now stands out there, hiding? Rubbish! (5)
22. Daughter’s name, perhaps? (5)
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